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Abstract 
Harrison. J., Morphic congruences and DOL Languages, Theoretical Computer Science 134 (1994) 
537-544. 
In a short note, Head (1991) showed that given an arbitrary finitely-generated 
a finitely-generated free monoid A* and an endomorphism e of A* such that ( 
an algorithmically computable natural number N such that for any SEA*; L(s;l_hrl=o if and only 
if {(x)e’jO<i<@=@ where S,=(A,e,x) is a DOL system. In this paper, the idea of a morphic 
refinement of a finite partition of A* is introduced to allow us to extend Head’s result to all regular 
languages in A*. Moreover, it is shown that such a bound N can be computed which only depends 
upon the regular language L and is independent of the endomorphism e. 
1. Introduction 
The intuitive idea of a morphic equivalence relation is very simple. It is an equiva- 
lence relation with the property that it “preserves” all endomorphisms of A*, i.e. if 
x and y are equivalent under a morphic equivalence relation, then for any endomor- 
phism e of A*, (x)e and (y)e are also equivalent. It will be shown in this paper that 
there is a fundamental relationship between regular languages in A* and morphic 
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congruences of finite index. This result will allow the result stated in the abstract to be 
obtained. 
Definition 1.1. A DOL scheme S is an ordered pair S =(A, h) where 
(1) A is a finite alphabet. 
(2) h is an endomorphism of A*. 
Definition 1.2. A DOL system S, is an ordered triple S, = (A, h, w) where (A, h) is a DOL 
scheme and WGA* is called the initial word of S,. The language generated by S,, 
denoted L(S,), is defined by L(S,)= {(w)h’I i>O}. 
Next, the definition of a morphic equivalence relation on A* will be given and an 
example of such an equivalence relation will be provided. 
Definition 1.3. Let - be an equivalence relation on A*. Then - is called a morphic 
equivalence if for every endomorphism h : A+A*, x - y =(x)h - ( y)h. 
The first natural question to ask is whether any such equivalence relations exist? Of 
course, the answer is yes and some examples will now be provided. 
Example 1.4. Let A be a finite alphabet. Define -.+, on A* by 
x-A y if and only if x and y contain the same alphabetic symbol sets. 
It easily follows that -* is a morphic congruence of finite index on A* and that: 
IA*/-,l=2’A’. 
Please note that this particular congruence relation is a very special case of a type of 
congruence relation in which each class is a piecewise-testable language. For more 
information on piecewise-testable languages, see [7]. In [3] it is shown that any of the 
aforementioned congruences is morphic. An example of a morphic equivalence of 
infinite index (if \A( >,2) is given below. 
Example 1.5. Consider the power equivalence -power on A * defined by x-power y if 
and only if 
(1) x=y=;l or 
(2) x and y are both powers of the same unique primitive root UEA+. 
It follows that kpower is a morphic equivalence of infinite index on A* (if I A 12 2) and 
that rrpawer is not a congruence relation in general since for A = {a, b}; ab -power (ab)2 
but bab ~jl~,,,.~~ babab. 
In Section 2, two classes of languages will be presented in which every language in 
this class has what is called a ‘finite morphic refinement”. 
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2. The classes Morph and Morph”““g and their properties 
Definition 2.1. Let A be a finite alphabet. Define 
Morph = {L G A* 1 P = {L, L’} is refined by a 
finite recursive morphic partition M of A*} and 
Morphcong = {LGA*IP={L,L’} is refined by a finite morphic partition M of 
A* induced by a morphic congruence relation -}. 
Note that MorphCong, is a subset of the class of all regular languages. The first 
property that can be seen about Morph is that it is a Boolean algebra with respect to 
set union, intersection and complementation. 
Proposition 2.2. Let A be a jinite alphabet. Both Morph and Morphcong are boolean 
algebras with respect to set union, set intersection and complementation respectively. 
Proof. Obviously, Morph is closed under complementation. It suffices to show closure 
under union and intersection. 
Thus, assume P= {L,, L,‘} is refined by = L, and Q= {L2, L2’} is refined by = Lz 
where Ed, and sL2 are recursive morphic equivalences of finite index. Consider 
=L,nL2 on A* defined by 
x=L,nL2 y if and only if XE~, y and x-L2 y, 
Clearly, E~,,_~> is a morphic equivalence relation of finite index on A* since = L1 and 
=L, are morphic equivalences. Thus, it remains to show that the partition induced by 
ZL,iTl., refines both {L,uL~,(L~uL,)~} and {L1nLz,(L,nLZ)‘}. But, since this 
partition is merely the partition obtained by pairwise intersection of all classes of the 
partitions induced by sL, and sL, respectively, the result follows trivially. 0 
The following proposition will show that for any language L in Morph, there exists 
a natural number N such that a DOL language intersects L if and only if one of the first 
N terms of the sequence lies in L. Please note the following notation. Given a DOL 
system S, = (A, h, x) and a natural number N, S,,, X, = {(x)h’ I id N}. 
Proposition 2.3. Assume LEMorph. Let M be a morphic rejinement of {L, P}. Given M, 
let k denote the number of equivalence classes in this morphic refinement and let N denote 
the number of equivalence classes that partition L. Then, for any endomorphism h of A* 
and XEA* which determines the corresponding DOL system S, =(A, h, x) 
L(S,)nL#O if and only if S+N,XjnL#8. 
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Proof. For the finite morphic refinement M of A* of cardinality k in which L is 
a union of N of these distinct classes, since h preserves this partition, all iterates of 
x under h which come before the iterate of x under h which is in L must each come 
from a distinct member of M. Thus, from the pigeonhole principle, it follows that 
L(S,)nL#@ if and only if S,,_,,,,nL#@ as required. 0 
Corollary 2.4 states a result with an analogous proof to Proposition 2.3 when you 
are attempting to see if (L)h c L for LEMorph and an endomorphism h of A*. 
Corollary 2.4. Assume the same hypotheses as Proposition 2.3 and let k and N be as in 
Corollary 2.3. Let T, denote a transversal of the equivalence classes whose union is L. 
Let S G { 1, . , k}. Then, for any endomorphism h of A* and M = ujes Mj where each 
MjEM: 
(1) (L)hnM#‘$ -(T,)hnM#@ 
(2) (L)hcM o(T,)hcM. 
Proof (Idea). Similar application of the pigeonhole principle to the morphic refine- 
ment M of (L, L’} as was done in the proof of Proposition 2.3. 0 
Note that analogous propositions to Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 are proven for 
PWDOL systems in [3]. 
The example below will give an application of some of the techniques used in the 
proofs of Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 respectively. 
Example 2.5. Let A = {a, b, c, d}. Consider L c A* defined by L = {a, b} + Then, L is in 
Morphcong since P = {L, L”} is refined by the partition induced by w.+ From example 
1.4, the number of distinct congruence classes of this refinement is 16 and the N stated 
in Corollary 2.4 = 3. A transversal T, of L with respect to this morphic refinement is 
given by T, = {a, b, ab). Consider the endomorphism h : A+A* defined as follows: 
(a)h = ab2 (b) h = b6a4 
(c)h= b5c7 (d)h=d2c3 
Consider the DOL system Sn2 and M = L. Then, L(S,z) c L since a2 contains only the 
letter a and (a’)h and (az)h2 lie within the same class of wA, i.e. each word contains 
both the letter a and b. Finally, (L)h G L since (T,)h G M because (a)h, (b)h and 
(ab)hEL. 0 
Finally, it is easy to show that in the one-generator case (i.e. A=(a)), that 
Morph $ MorpWng. 
Proposition 2.6. Assume A = {a}. Then, Morph $ Morphcong. 
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Proof. Consider L= {aPI p is prime}. It follows easily from the CF pumping lemma 
and by constructing a linear bounded automaton for L that LECS\CF. Note, 
however that P=(L,(i}, (a},(Lu{~}u{a})C} . IS a morphic partition of A* and so L is 
in Morph. Finally, L $ Morphconp since Morph’““g c Reg. 0 
In Section 3 of this paper, it will be shown that Morphcong = Reg, where Reg denotes 
the class of regular languages. 
3. Morphcong = Reg 
The following theorem is analogous to a theorem of Birkhoff [l] involving a 
finitely-generated algebra in an arbitrary variety of algebras. 
Theorem 3.1. Let - be a congruence ofjnite index on A* where A is ajnite alphabet. 
Then, there exists a morphic refinement mM of - ofjnite index. 
Proof. Let - be a congruence on A* of finite index and let rc, denote the natural 
morphism from A* onto A*/-. Now, consider the following set: 
Hom(A*, A*/-)= {morphisms h: A*+A*/-} 
Since A* is a free monoid, it follows that jHom(A*, A*/-)1 =)Fun(A, A*/-)I; 
where Fun(A, A*/-) denotes the set of distinct functions from A to A*/-. Since 
A and A*/- are both finite, it follows that (Hom(A*, A*/-)(=k’A’ where k=IA*/-(. 
Now, consider the following congruence on A*: 
kl”l 
-MM= n ker(hi) where hiEHom(A*, A*/-) for each i~{l, ... , klA’}. 
i=l 
I claim that -M is a morphic congruence of finite index on A*. From the construc- 
tion of -Y, it follows that wiCi is a congruence relation of finite index on A*. Hence, it 
suffices to show that it is morphic. Hence, suppose there exists an endomorphism e of 
A* and x, yeA* such that x-~ y but (x)efM (y)e. Since N~M= fi:“: ker(hi), it follows 
that there exists an iE{ 1, . . . ktA’} such that x ker(hi) y and (x)e is not ker(hi) to (y)e. 
Consider, ehiEHom(A*, A*/-). Then, ehi= hjEHom(A*, A*/-) but since 
(x)ehi#(y)ehi in A*/-; it follows that (x)hj#(y)hj and SO by the definition of -M, 
x+, y which is a contradiction. Thus, the claim is established. Finally, since wIU 
obviously refines -, the proof is complete. q 
Birkhoff proved the following analogous theorem involving free algebras. 
Theorem 3.2 (Birkhoff Cl]). The free algebra on n generators in the variety generated by 
an algebra with k elements has < kk” elements. 
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The following example will illustrate the construction of the morphic refinement 
illustrated in the previous proof. 
Example 3.3. Consider the partition P= {PI, P2, P3) over A= {a, b} where Pr = {a}, 
P2 = (WEA+ 1 w begins with LX} and P3 = {weA+ ) w begins with b). Please note that P is 
induced by a A-free morphic congruence - of finite index on A*. Now observe that for 
any heHom(A*, A*/-) in which (/)/I# [A]_ for each 1eA; ker(h) coarsens N. Thus, it 
suffices to consider those h that take 1 to 2 for some IEA. The A map (a+n and b-+2) 
induces the trivial congruence which coarsens - . Finally, notice that the map which 
takes a to a (and erases b) induces the same partition of A* as the map which takes a to 
b (and erases b). Similarly, the map that takes b to b and erases a induces the same 
partition of A* as the map which takes b to a and erases a. Hence, only two 
endomorphisms, h, and hb need to be considered to find the morphic refinement of 
- guaranteed in Theorem 3.1. Thus, consider for each IE A, hl : A+ A*/ N defined as 
follows: 
(l)h,=[l]_ and 
(oh, = [A] _ for r# 1. 
Then, for each l~{a, b}, the partition on A* induced by ker(h,) is Qr = (Ql, Qt} where 
Q[=r* for each IEA. Thus, the partition induced by IVMM=(n[eA ker(h,))nker(n_) is 
M={M1,... ,M5} where M,={A}, M,=(a)+, M3={b}+, M,={w~A+lw contains 
both a’s and b’s and starts with u} and finally MS = {WE A+ 1 w contains both a’s and 
b’s and starts with b}. Note that -M is a morphic congruence on A* as required. 
Note that the refinement described in Theorem 3.1 is algorithmically constructible. 
This follows from two facts. 
First, given a finite automaton which accepts each congruence class of -, the set 
Hom(A*, A*/-) is constructible since - is a congruence of finite index on A* (and 
thus minimum length representatives for each congruence class can be algorithmically 
chosen using the automaton for each congruence class) and A* is a finitely-generated 
free monoid, so the image of the generators determines uniquely each of the klA’ 
members of Hom(A*, A*/ -) (where k = ) A*/ - I). 
Secondly, an automaton can be constructed for each class in A*/N~ since for each 
iczkiAi 9 the partition Pi induced by ker(hi) on A* is given by: 
Pi= {([w]_)hi-’ ( [w]_EA*/-}, where hi is the “corresponding” 
endomorphism of A* induced by each hiEHom(A*, A*/-). 
Thus, given the fact that given regular languages L, M, (L)h-’ and LnM can be 
algorithmically constructed [6]; the algorithm is complete. 
From Theorem 3.1, the following new characterization of the class of regular 
languages is immediate. 
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Corollary 3.4. Morph”““* = Reg 
Proof. Follows immediately from the fact that any language which is a union of 
classes induced by a congruence of finite index is regular (see [6]) and Theorem 
3.1. I7 
Since a morphic refinement of any rational partition of A* can be effectively 
constructed (by constructing the partition induced by syntactic congruence for each 
regular language and then using the construction from Theorem 3.1 to algorithmically 
find a morphic refinement of this partition); the following extension of Head’s theorem 
[S] mentioned in the abstract of this paper falls as an immediate corollary, i.e. we have 
the following corollary below. 
Corollary 3.5. Let LEA* be a regular language. Then, there exists N 2 0 such that for 
every endomorphism h of A* and weA *; L(S,)nL=@ iff{(w)h’/i<N}nL=0 (where 
S, = (A, h, w)). Moreover, this number N can be effectively computed. 
Finally, regularity results are obtained for some particular sets of strings, which will 
be seen below. 
Theorem 3.6. Let h be an endomorphism of A* and R a regular subset of A*. Then each 
of the following languages is a constructable regular set: (given the DOL scheme 
S = (A, h)) 
(i) {WEA*) RnL(S,)=@} 
(ii) (WE A* ) R n L(S,) is a finite set} 
(iii) {WEA*) L(S,)cR} 
Proof. Follows directly from the algorithmically constructable morphic refinement of 
{R, RC}. q 
From (i) and (iii), we have the following classical result. 
Corollary 3.7 (Salomaa [S]). Given a regular language R and a DOL language L, the 
following problems are in general decidable: 
(1) RnL=0 
(2) LcR 
Finally, from (ii) we have the result of Head as a corollary. 
Corollary 3.8 (Head [S]). Let F be afinite subset of A*. Let h be an endomorphism of A* 
such that (F*)hEF*. Let E={xeA*) (x)h’EF* for some iaO>. Then, there exists J>O 
for which E=(F*)hmJ. 
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Note that in [4], it is shown that emptiness is in general undecidable for the class of 
languages whose members are the intersection of a DOL language and a context- 
sensitive language respectively. 
4. Summary and related work 
The problems of deciding whether or not the intersection of a DOL language and 
a context-free (or co-context free) language is empty or not are still open. The concept 
of morphic congruences is very useful in the study of a deterministic extension of the 
concept of a DOL system called a piecewise deterministic zero Lindenmayer (PWDOL) 
system. Many dynamical properties of PWDOL systems which are analogs of those 
already known for DOL systems (such as finiteness and periodicity) are shown to be 
decidable over finite partitions of A* in which every language is a regular set and 
undecidable over two-element context-sensitive partitions of A* (see [4]). 
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